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CHli.PTER I 
DETERMINATION OF liATimt!ATIC.IIJ.. TERHS DT SECOHD1\RY SCHOOL 
PHYSICS TEXTS' 
Statement of the Problem.-- This study undertakes to analyze several. 
seconda1-y school physics texts in order to ascertain the number and 
scope of mathematical terms used in a discussion and explanation of 
the various fundamental principles of physics as presented in the typical 
high school. text~ As a result of this study, an attempt will be made to 
ansrrer the follovr.ing pertinent questions: 
1. Hmv many mathematical terms are used in the discussion of 
fundamental principles of physical science in various high school teA~s? 
2. 1Thich principles of physics require the greatest number of 
mathematical references for their explanation? 
3. 11hich principles require the feuest mathematical ter.ms for their 
explanations? 
4. Is there any difference in the incidence of mathematical terms 
when analyzed on the :·basis of the traditional grouping of principles in-
to areas? For instance, <foes the section on Mechanics require more math-
ematics, supposing that more ter.ms are equivalent to more mathematics, 
than does a study of Atomic Theory? 
Scope of the Problem.-- In anmrering the above"questions, five high school 
texts were used. Only that material used in the body of the text vras 
a considered; the questions, problems, diagrams, and references at the ends 
of the chapters were omitted in this particular study.. The r;lathematical 
ter.ms were determined in reference to -eneir occurrence in the discussion 
II 
of the various principles of physics.-
1£ethod of procedure,.-- In attacking this problem it first seer.J.ed nec-
essar.y to define and limit the factors involved before the actual an-
alysis of textbooks could be undertaken. The questions raised in this 
instance were: 
1~ "\'~hat shall be used as a basis for the "fundamental principles 11 
of physics? 
The separation and analysis of courses of science into lists of 
principles has been a matter of increasing importance and interest to 
students of science education in recent years. Consequently, there 
appear in the literature many such lists of principles and concepts of 
physics or of physical science. To avoid confusion and to permit 
correlation Tr.i.. th other studies being undertal<:en in the department of 
science education at Boston University, at the suggestion of Dr. John 
G. Read, the list of principles of physical-science formulated by ~ise1 
in his doctoral dissertation were used as a basis of this work~ 
2~ 'i'Jhat is a mathematical term? 
·Again, this question was one of a somewhat C}Lrbitrar.y nature -,;hich 
might be ansrrered in a number of conflicting ways. However, Curtis2 in 
a related study had set up a list of criteria for the selection of 
mathematical terms. It seemed practical to use these same criteria 
1 .. F..arold E. Wise, A Determination of the Helative Importance of Prin-
cinles of Fnvsical SCience for General Education~ Doctoral Disserta-
tion, University of Tlichigan, 19L!~ 
2~ Francis D~ Curtis, 11The 1Jathematical Vocabulary Used in Secondary 
School Textbooks of Science", Journal of Educational He search (October 
1944) Vol~ 38 :pp 121~-31 
~- .. 
as the basis for selection of mathematical terms in this study~ Curtis's 
criteria were: 
1; A word or phrase is considered to be a mathematical term 
if it conveys to an individual trained in mathematics a connota-
tion which it would not convey to a person not so traine~ 
2~ A word or :phrase representing a relationship which may be 
expressed by means of a formula or ru1 equation is considered to 
be a mathematical ter~,Ex:amples: pi, b:inomial theorem~ 
3~ A word or an e.."q?ression designat:ing a magnitude, t!!. quantity, 
or a munber, or one having to do 'With the properties of for.m and 
space (as studied in geometry) is considered to be a mathematical 
tenn. Examples: horsepower, area, million, perpendicular, hexagon, 
plane~ 
L~. A prefix having a mathematical connotation is considered to 
be of itself a mathematical term, even when attached to a root 
having no mathematical meaning. Examples: pent in pentoxide, mono 
in monobasic and monorail~ 
5~ T.he name of a unit of measure is considered to be a math-
ematical term, but, with the exceptions stated later in this para-
graph, the name of the instrument for measuring the unit is not~ 
Thus 'volt 1 and 1 candlepower 1 are mathematical terms but voltmeter 
and photometer are not. T.he names of instruments used for measuring 
units used in a strictly mathematical sense, hm7ever, as yardstick, 
meter stick, and ruler, are considered to be mathematical terms. 
6. -~ expression a full comprehension of which can be gained 
only from considerable experiencing with numbers and quantities, 
and ·ahich cannot be completely understood by the mere learning of 
the definition, is considered to be a mathematical te~ Examples: 
ratio, equation. 
3~ Tihat textbooks shall be used in this study? 
T.he five texts were chosen on the fpllmrlng bases: 
1~ It must be a textbook of elementary high school physics which 
~is in use at the present time~ 
2. It must be one of the five available with the most recent publi-
cation date at the time the study began; 
II 
CTh\PTER II 
TI:vr'.wSTIGli.TIONS OF THE 1ULOUHT OF M.t\T!illl.1ATICS HEEDED TIT 
THE STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL PHl.'"SICS: 
1. 1,:"a.the:r:J.atical Difficulties Encountered in Physics 
l:!athematica.l Backeround of the pupil.--llthough the study of high school. 
physics is believed to • ·have as great a practice;L and applicable value 
as any of the sciences commonly taught on the secondal'IJ school levels, 
the percentage enrollment in the subject has shovm a steady decrease in 
the last fifty years. The student, shying away from the subject, often 
gives as his reason the ''large amount" of nath vrhich a study of the 
II 
.... r 
subject entails. In spite of the fact that studies have shovm that the 
:r:J.athematics required for a successful stuqy of phy~ics is not excessive, 
the fear expressed by the student is real. In discussing this relation-
ship betvreen mathematics and physics, Bryant1 states: 
In the field of secondary education the relationship of mathema-
tics to physics is that of a set of tools. The equ~tion is by far 
the most valuable tool. Elementary physics courses contain perhaps 
150 or more simple equations of the type A+B;cn;n (~here n=l, 2, 
or 3). The physics student must substitute numbers for these letters 
or be able to solve for any one of these letters. It is indeed dis-
couraging to the physics teacher when he finds that often as high 
as 50% of his students in the beginning of his course have tre:r:J.en-
dous difficulty in doing this task or are unable to do it at all. 
To overcome this handicap, the physics teacher must of necessity 
take ti:r:J.e out of the regttlar lecture period to review certain 
phases of elementary mathematics before he can proceed. 
1. C--arroll TI. Bryant, 11lnthematics in Relation to Physics 11_, I::a.thematics 
II Teacher, (Decer.Jber, 1937) Vol. 30 :pp 363-65 I I 
I 
IJ 
II 
II 
II 
This apparently poor mathematical background is not exaggerated, 
but appears to be altogether too common a difficulty lin the teaching 
of physics. Consequently we find that nmch :of the ea!jy research on the 
relationship between these tW? subjects was aimed at locating the 
specific factors in mathematics which were used in physics or which 
gave ·!:.rouble in their manipulation. Kilzer1 bu:il t an inventory test thab :, 
vvas intended to indicate those items in mathematics 1'liil.ich nmst be m 
mastered in prder to succeed in the study of physics. With this invent-
ory test he showed that although the math~tics involved in typical 
physics problems was not difficult, the pupils handlea this mathematics 
very poorly. Since this study also showed that interest in the subject 
and the ability to perform simple mathematical processes were two of the 
most important factors contributing to success in physics, this problem 
of ineptitude in mathematical performance is seen to be a very serious 
one indeed~ 
Quality of Pupil 1s Performance in rJa.thematics.- Carter2, in a. study 
somevrhat similar to Kilzer 1s_, again showed that the chief stumbling 
block i"Tas a poor ~-Unde:estanding of the fundamentals of mathematics. He 
also demonstrated that a recognition of mathematical concepts ~s more 
important to success in physics than was the ability to compute i7:i.th 
accuracy. Using diagnostnn~, a. similar conclusion was reached by 
lo L.R.Kilzer, "Mathematics Needed in High School Physics", School 
Science and Ma.thematics(Aprml, 1929) Vol.29:pp.260-62 
2 William Ray Carter, 11AStudy of Certain Mathematical Abilities in High 
school Physics", The lfa.thema.tics Teacher~ Vol. 25, (Oct., ~Tov., and Dec. 
1932) Vol. 25: PP• 313-33l, 388-419, 451. 69 
Ralya.1, Yrho sho-rred that the physics student's knowledge of facts was 
usually greater than his understanding of the principles illustrated 
by these facts. Also in this study understanding of simple mathematical 
concepts was found to be the largest single factor hindering the pupil r s 
progress in many instances~ 
I:f it is presumed that the ability to perform simple arithmetic 
processes is largely a matter of "learned skills 1 j;'(;. should follovr 
that an understanding of mathematical concepts and a subsequent increase 
in problem-solving ability is similarly related to an ability to organ-
ize and interpret ~al concepts. Here there appear to be two 
different m.entaJ. processes which, although related, are not necessarily 
/;' 
present in equal part in one student. Schi_'tldler2 has revealed that 
although much of the material in a physics course was retained by the 
average student t~~ough rote learning, this ab~ity to recall facts did 
not necessarily indicate an understanding of these same concepts~ 
Continuing 1vith this same thesis that an ability to apply lmowledge 
is related to the ability to solve mathematical problems and understand 
mathematical concepts, we find Wise3 was able to show that the ability 
1~ Lynn L~ Ralya, 11Investigation of Accomplishment in High School Physics 
by r,reans of Diagnostic Tests rr, Science Education, (November, 1938) 
Vol. 22. pp. 314-15 
2. JUvin w. Schindler, 11Ex:tent of RDte Learning in Certain Units of High 
School Physics", Science Education, (December, 1938) Vol. 22: pp 367-68 
3~ Harold E. Wise, 11The Measurement of the Ability to ..-'tpply Principles 
of Physics in Practical Situationsrr, Science Education, (JI..pril, 1947) 
Vol. 31: pp 130-44 
to recall principles was not the same as the ability to apply t.hese 
same principles in the solution of typicaJ. problem situations, although 
both abilities are apparently a function of intelligence. Kilgore1 , 
who attempts to anSt'l"er the question 11How is the ability of high school 
pupils to apply physics principles in new situations affected by the 
organization of the physics class around major generalizations?", found 
that the pupil could be taught this ability to apply principles Wh~il :_: 
faced with an unfamiliar situation~ 
2~ Mathematical Content of Physics Courses 
Listings of N.tath,:;ma:ticaJ. principles used in science courses.- Studies 
as to the actual mathematical content of physics courses have quite 
definitely outlined the mathematical concepts which are required for a 
successfUl understanding of the subject. Breslich2, in a summar,y of 
textbook analyses made over a fifteen-year period, listed the principles 
- of mathematics needed for the study of secondar,y school science. Since 
there is ver,y little mathematics included in the customar,y course of 
biology or chemistrJwhich is not also used in physics, these concepts 
seenood. 'l"rorthy of quoting completely, as follow·s: 
The training irl arithmetic should aim to develop: proficiency 
in the fundamental operations w:i.th integers, connnon fractions, and 
decimal fractions; knowledge of percentage; ability to use ratio 
and proportions; knowledge of the metric system and of the other 
standard units of measure; ability to use and to interpret numeri-
cal tables; ability to employ the type of reasoning used in solv-. 
~· iTiliam A. Kilgo~ Identification of Ability to Appy Principles of 
P~ysics, Doctor's thesis, New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
No:.. 84o, 1941 
2~ E~R.Breslich Science' 
School Science and 1ffathematics 
•7 
ing verbal problems; and skill in scilving such problems. 
The algebra used in high school science cony;>rises ability to 
choose and e1-:1ploy good symbolic notation; ability to make substi-
·-::,utions in formulas, to evaluate formulas, and to solve formulas 
for specific required· literal num.bers; a lmowledge of the laus of 
ratio and proportion, direct and inverse vo.ri'J.tion, logarithmic 
con:putation, sizned nUIJ1bcrs, and positive and negative e:xponents; 
ability to solve linear equations in one or two unl:..11oTms T.rith 
integral or rdth frac·t.ional coefficients; ability to solve simple 
qnadra.tic equations; and ability to solve verbal problems by use of 
equ~xions and formulas. 
The methods of investic;ation mal<:e it impossible to discover 
the infornr: .. t.ional t;ype .. '1'he pupil should be able -:~.o make simple 
diagrams and geometric clrarriiYs, a11d to make .,nd ini:ie11)ret, graphs. 
A ImoTrledge of ·t.hc basic r;eometric concepts is also required • 
. 1\..cquaintance -:;J'ith th8 fund2Jllenta.l geometric co.ns::.ructions and -rdth 
about ::>, dozen geometric theorens is all the invstir,.?..tions dis-
closed. 
The trie;onometr-.t of high school scirmce seems to consist of 
a knovrledge of the :meaning of the trmgonometric ratios and of the 
fundo.mental id"n:~i ties by ·which they arc related to each other. 
A s:L"?l.ilar listing of mat-hematical abili~~ies ,,-r::..s compiled by Nickle1 • 
This list indicated some· -hat more specifically 11the most used abilities 11 
hir,hcr matheme:Gics, where 11higher mathematics 11 denotes those courses 
co~only encountered in the undergraduate years of college. This l:kst, 
then, containing abilities required for -:~hese more advanced courses, should 
certainly nore than cover t.he mathem.a-:·,ic2.1 concepts needed in the study 
of high school physics. For comparison, this list is also quoted in its 
entirety: 
Alge~)ra 
1., Use formuls, selec'·.ing ·':.he proper .fornmla and rmk:Ln3: subst:i.tu-
tions -in it. 
2. Solve linear equations., 
Use :;:·atio, propor·:·,ion, and varia-l:.ion., 
:Bead o...11d mal<:e graphs. 
Eake l\.le;ebraic substitutions. 
!.hltiply and divide nonomials. 
1 Gcor0'e H. Hicl<:le nrJathematics r,:ost Used in 'l'he Sciences of Physics, 
o "' <-> ' 1· TT.• h ··• th · · 11 Th T·i.,>-he.,.,.,.,-:.J.· cs Chemistry, Engineering, and t._1e l-.u..g ~r La~ .cma.·cJ.cs , .e .c!a.v uJ.Oo'· · 
Teacher, (Februa~J, 19L..2) Vol.35: PP• 77-o3 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
7. Solve quadratic equations. 
8. Solve simultaneous equations. 
9. Square a quantity. 
10. IJake sin!Ple applications of pa:iJentheses. 
11. Fom an equation in solving verbal problems. 
12. Use exponents. 
Geometry 
1. lTake scale draTJ'ings 
2. <!ompute linear measure 
3. Construct a right angle 
4~ Compute areas and volumes of the common geometric figures. 
5. Construct an angle by means of a protractor. 
6. Apply the P,ythagorean theorem. 
7. Draw a line through a given point parallel to a given line. 
Aritlunetic 
1. Use the four fundamental operations for integers, fractions, 
and decimals. 
2. Convert fractions to decimals • 
3. Use percentage. 
h. Square a number. 
5. EXtract the square root of a number. 
6. Change fractions to similar fractions or to whole numbers •. 
7. Hake conversions from exponents to ciphers, and from ciphers 
to e::cponents. 
8. Find the least common denominatore 
9. Locate the decimal point accurately. 
10. Use denominate numbers in both the English and the metric 
systems. 
TrigOJ;l.Ometry 
1. llake simple applications of the sine, cosine, and tangent., 
.A. perusal of these lists by anyone conversant vr.i.th the content of 
the average high school mathematics courses vr.i.ll indicate that the math-
ematical requirements of these science courses are not at all excessive~ 
~~ of the skills mentioned, 1vith the possible exception of those 
attributed to trigonometry, have at some time been presented to the 
pupil -rrho has studied geometry for one year and algebra for a year and 
a half.· 'Ihe difficulties encountered by the physics student appear then 
to be due to lack of retention of mathematical concepts and skills. 
3~ Improvement of Mathematical Competence in ~sics 
Correlation of Mathematics uith pgysics;-- Raving once ascertained 
that the pupil's mathematical difficulties are both real and frequent-
ly crippling, the problem now to be considered is that of methods by 
which these difficulties can be overcome~ l Leuck , in mal~ing a study 
of mathematical difficulties encountered by students of college 
physics, reached the following conclusions: 
(_, __ 
The great majority of sf'..ills required in physics problem-
solving is acquired by the pupil in grades five, six, seven, eight 
and nine. If the mathematics of physics were emphasized in first 
year algebra, the pupil 17ould not possess the necessazy acquaint-
ance l'r.ith the science itself so as to give meaning to the work. 
There is also no :1Jnmediate motive for doing the work~ Learning 
is most efficient when there is immediate use for the knmvledge 
gained. Bence, we conclude that the teachers of physics must 
themselves teach the mathematics which their courses require. We 
should expect the high school teacher of mathematics to provide 
pupils with the general lmowledge of his subject~ but the specific 
applied mathematics of any course must be taught by the teacher 
: of tha:bscourse~ · 
.'il though a study by Lemmer2 showed that one year of algebra and 
a year of geometr,r should be enough for mathematical competence in 
high sChool physics if the subjects were well taught and the students 
put forth a little effort, generally it has been felt that some effort 
by the physics teacher must be used to improve the students' mathemat-
ical background. One method of improving the pupil •s manipulation of 
these mathematical processes was shovnn to be highly effective in a 
1. Yrilliam R. Leuck, The ltr:i. thm.etic and iUgebraic Dissabil; ties of 
Students Pursuing First Year College Physics, Iowa City, University 
of Iovra, 1932 
2. Jerome G; Lemmer, "Is High School Mathematics an .M.equate Prepara-
tion for High School ~sics?", School Science and I.'fathematics (Janu-
ary 1930) Volume 30: PP• 41-44· 
=====~========================================================================~========~== --
study by Bailey1 .. He showed that preliminary d:dll on various me.themat-
ical concepts :increased the pupil •s ability to solve physics problems 
involving the use and understanding of these se~e concepts. This is 
2 in accord rr.i:th theories of educational psychology, which, as Leuck 
indicated, sharr 11Leaining is most efficient uhen there is an :i.nunedie>.t~ 
use for the knoT.r'ledge gained., 11 Eatlrema:tic.s should only be _used :in the 
....... 
physics course Trhen and if it can :increase and inU;>rove the understanding 
of physics concepts. P~ Emmett BroTm3 says: 
t7athematics can be used in connection rrit.h hj_gh school physics: 
1. To S~JPlify the subject and make it more intelligible. 
2~ r::'o mal:e H. direct·.ly· applicablP and useful. 
3., 'l'o enrigh the concepts of physics. 
L~. To sho".T ·:~he interrelations of the various divisions of the 
subject matter~ 
Here again -rre have the modern idea of matheme.tics used as a +.ool for 
the sciences, to be used only in physics uhcn it can aid 'c.he pupil in 
his understandi.'l'lgs and appreciations of the subject. The old coneept 
of mathema·~,ics as a disciplinary subject finds no acceptance :in the 
field of modern psychology. 
Mother method of :increasing the usability of mathematics :f'or the 
study of physics suggests alteration of the mathematics courses that 
they may better tra:in the student to use ·l-:.he pr:inciples of mathematics 
which are being placed at his dispos"'l .. Still another possibility is 
19 Palph G., Bailey, 11 The Effect on the .1\..chievGment in Physics of Drills 
on the lla.thematic:->l Skills Needed in High School Physics", School Science 
and illa.thematics, ( Janua1-y_, 1935) Vol., 3S: pp 39-91 
2. ITilliam R. Leuck, op. cit~ 
3~ H. Emmett Bro1m., 11 1-:Tathematics in Physics 11, Sixth Yearbook, National 
Council of T_e3achers of l.Iathematics,Ne':r York, Bureau of Publications,-
~931, Teachers College, Coltunbia University, pp 136-64 
the rearrangement of mathematical course content. 1 Reagan contended 
that the mathematics most commonly used in physics rrere those concepts 
such as formulas, ratio, proportion, and variation which are custom-
arily placed in the second half of the algebra course. Quite frequent-
ly this means that these subjects vri-11 be taken up at the end of the 
year in a most hurried fashion. Be suggests that shifting the intro-
duction of these subjects to the earlier part of the year would allow 
for a more thorough treatment of these subjects in an algebra course. 
In consequence, the student should enter the physics course with a 
better understanding of these topics, which are among the most useful 
mathematical concepts in physics. 
Suggested changes in mathematical content of physics courses.-- The 
policy of the school tod~ is to develop each pupil to the best of 
his orm ability and- his probable future needs~ Since a basic lmO'wledge 
of physical science seems almost mandator.y for the well-infor.med 
citizen of today, it appears that some efforts should be made to dr~r 
the general student into a course in physics,. Most attempts at such 
a change in the content of the classic physics course have been brought 
about by this necessity for giving the general education pupil the 
background he m~ need for a well-rounded life in the future. EUrd2 
found that mar~ of the teachers he questioned felt the need for a 
1. G.;r.Reagan, 11The IJathernatics Involved in Solving High School Physics 
Problems", School Science and IJat.hematics, (March, 192.5) Vol. 2.5 :pp292-99 
2. Archer w. Hurd, "Present Inadequacies and Suggested Remedies in the 
Teaching of Physics 11, School Science and Ha.thematics, (lJa.y, 1930) 
Vol. 30: pp .539-46 
~=-===~==============================================~p====== 
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reorganization of physics coursecs to provide for individual differences 
and needs, thus increasing the flexibility of the course. Uood1contends 
. 
that the physics teacher must ma_~e physics\a living subject~ Be suggest 
that some of the impractical and theoretical material be removed, and 
that the time gained be spent on electricity, the atomic theorJ, 
and those phases of physics which appear to be of more importance 
and interest in the present d~. This suggestion merits consideration 
rrhen changes taking place in physics textbooks are noted. .!l.s new 
technological advances are made, revised editions of text books add 
material concerning these advances to their alrea~ bulky pages. These 
new items are added Yrithout removing a:ny of the older but still import-
ant concepts~ Consequently each generation finds physics becoming a 
bulkier subject~ If each principle were considered in the light of its 
relative importance~ it m.a.y.: 1:5e nece-ssary tfurlt, some of the older sub-
jects such as mechanics, heat, and sound must sacrifice pages and time 
to the consideration of these nerrer but vitally important concepts. 
The text book vrriter must stop to consider that although man's knowledge 
and underste.ndi.ng of science is increasing, his ability to absorb 
knowledge and the length of the school year remain relatively constant. 
Again, if the eeneral student, usually with a limited knovrledge 
of ~chematics, is urged to participate in the study of physics, he 
must also have the right to expect to comprehend and enjpy this studyo 
This assumes that the mathematics employed in the course must be iT.ith-
1. John 7I. Wood, "Physics", School Science and 1lfa.thematics, (June, 1937) 
Vol. 37: pp 710-713 
in his experience and his ability. Bro.-m1 contends tha.t :~he mo.thenatics 
used in physics nmst be used, not for its oi'm sake, but only rrhen it 
will aid in the unders·t.a..ndine; and clarification o:f physics concepts. 
Such a program could materially decrease tile amount of mathematics re-
quired. 
4. Research Relevant to this Study 
A review of the literature has shom1 some related investigations, 
none of ~Thich at all closely parallel this study. '::'he earlier research 
consisted :i.n t.he most part of ::nalyses of s~ience ~~ex-tbool::s for ·!:.he 
mathematical concGpts rrhich they contained. Breslich2 has given a sood 
Sllr.lmary of many of these analyses, of 1Thich Niclde 1 s3, mentioned 
earlier in ·:~his chapter, is representative., 
CurtisS of the University of I.:ichigan has unclerb~.ken a number of 
studies involving analyses of textbooks for scientific or mathematical 
terms. With Schneck4 he coLipounded a lj_st of 250 of the most i.rrqJortant 
scientific terms found in high school physics books. The criteria for 
the selec·tion of mathematical terms to be en;>loyed in this study were 
6 
tal::en dirGctly from the investigation made by Curt.is of the number of 
1.. F_. Erpmett Bro·nn, 11Plight of High School Ph~rsics ", School __ ~ciep.c~~ 
:Mathematics, (April, 1940) Vol., L,.o: pp 368-76 
2~ E~R.Breslich, op., cit., 
3. George H9 NicY2e, op., cit. 
4. John :T., Schneck and Francis D. Curtis, 11 Important Scientific Terms in 
I-Iie;h School Physics 11, School P..evim7, (December, 1942) Vol. 50: pp., 715-20 
5. Francis D. Curtis, 11 The 1tathematical Vocabulary Used in Secondary 
School Textbooks of Science", Journal of ="ducational Research, (October, 
19hh) Vol., 38: pp 124.-31~ 
6., Francis D~ Curtis, op., cit. 
mathematical. terms in science textboolcs~ 
~here has been c.. great deal of research done in recen-;, years on 
the selection of principles of science. Fan7ever, their value in re-
lation to this st.udy was felt to be too r·mote to merit more than a 
scannir1g of the £'ield, since it had already been decided to use 
~Tise 's1 principles in this particular study. 
Eo mention v.ras found in the litera+,ure of e,ny attempt to analyse 
principles of physics or of any science for their content of mathemat;.:., 
ical concepts or terms; 
lo Harold E. ~Tise, A Determination of the 3el".tive I."!lportance of 
Pr;11ciples of Pbysical Sc:LC'mce for General :CO.ucat.ion, Doctoral 
Dissert,ation, University of 1~chisan, 1941 
\. 
_.; 
CHAPTER III 
. ."l.H.II.LYSIS OF Hli.THm1'\.TIC.:\L TEm:iS TIT SECOHDA..nY SCHOOL 
PHYSICS TEXTS 
1. Procurenent of I.Iaterials 
The list of princiulcs.-- ~s had been decided at the beginning of 
this study, Wise 's1 list of principles of physical science was used 
as a basis for this analysis. This choice uas made in order to permit 
correlation >"Tith other studies being made under Dr .. John P..ead at the 
Boston University School of Education~ 
On examination of the list of principles some duplication plus 
several instances of misplaced principles uere found. To simplif.y the 
procedure and to minimize any opportunities for confusion, the list of 
principles was slightly revised. This revision is ncrely a shifting of 
principles from one categOI"~J to another for the sake of clarity and con-
ciseness. The same grouping as that employed by ~ise was used, placing 
each principle in one of eight categories. These categories are Ato!Y1.ic 
Theory, Electricity and Haenetisn, Gases, Heat, Lir,ht, Liquids, Hech-
anics, and Sound. The complete revised list of princ:i.ples is to be 
found in Appendix ll_ 
The textbooks used in the study.- The physics textbooks selected 
for this study uere chosen as those having the most recent publication 
1. Harold E. Wise, .ll. Determination of the Relative Inportance of Prin-
ciples of Physical Science for General Education, Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of !.T:i..chigan, 1941 
id 
II 
date at the time the study rras begun. The books thus selected include 
three con.pletely new textbooks and newly revised editions. of two text-
books which have been in wide use for sone tiffie. This "\Tould seem there-
fore to be a fairly good cross-sectional selection of elementa!'IJ physics 
textbooks rrhich should be in actu8l use at the present time. These 
textbooks will be found listed in llppendix B. 
2., Procurement of Data 
The collection and compilation of the data.-- Kfter the materials 
vrerc collected, the compilation of data vras undertaken. The discussion 
of each principle was located in each te~~ and the mathematical terms 
employed in this discussion were noted and counted. If the principle 
. was discussed in more than one place in the book, the terms used in 
each discussion Trere tabulated. If a term appeared more than once, it 
was listed in the tabulation as m~ times as it did appear. 
Thus the terms were tabulated at this point on a .frequency basis. 
At the conclusion of this procedure, the data under each principle 
consisted of a list of all the different mathematical terms found and 
the frequency with which they occurred under each principle in each book., 
From this data it was possible to secure an alphabetical 
listing of all the nathematic.~ terms used under one or more prin-
cip~es in one or nore of the different textbool-:s. This gave the aver-
age nwnber of times each term appeared per textbook. IJany of the 
terms were found to appear with :?.Il average frequency of less than 
one time per book. Therefore all the terms rrerc relisted, including 
in this final list only those -vrords uhich appeB.red on 211 average of at 
least once per t0xtboo~ The complete list of these terms is presented 
below in Table 1. 
Table 1. Frequency of Occurence of J.:!athematical Terms in Five Text-
books of Secondar,y School Pnysics 
Term Frequency Term Frequency 
per Book per Book 
_____ (~l~).~~-~~(,~2~)--~------··~(~~J ____ -+_i2~) ____ _ 
accurate •••••••• 
add........ . .... 
algebraicall~ ••• 
arn.ou.nt •••••••••• 
a:rrrpere~ ••••••••• 
ar1gle ....... ..... . 
appro.::dJnately ••• 
area ••••.•.••••. 
average •••....• 
BJCis • • ••••••••• 
base.~ ........ . 
B.t.u~ ........ . 
calculate •••••• 
calculation •••• 
calorie •• , ••••• 
center ••••••••• 
c0ntimeter ••••• 
circl~ •••••...• 
circular •••••••• 
circumference. 
coefficient •••• 
component •••••• 
compute •••••••• 
. computation •••• 
concave •••••••• 
·constant ••••••• 
· construction ••• 
convex •••••••• 
·coulomb ••••••••• 
' cross-section •• 
' cross-sectional 
. 4~2 
6~4 
•. 2~8 
• 26.0 
. 24~L~ 
.48;o 
• • 3.0 
.24.8 
8~4 
8.4 
1~4 
3.8 
12.6 
3~2 
26.,6 
2.8 
32.2 
4.2 
7.6 
1.2 
8.4 
12.4 
9.6 
2.2 
5.2 
2.6 
1.0 
3~2 
2.0 
5.2 
2.4 
cubic ••••••••• ~ 
cubical •••••••• 
curvature •••••• 
curve •••••••••• 
cycle •••••••••• 
cylinder ••••••• 
cylindrical •••• 
<I.ata ••••••••••• 
decrease ••••••• 
denominator.~ •• 
depend ......... . 
depth•••••••••e p 
derive ••••••••• 
detenn:ine ...... . 
diagonal ...... .. 
diagram •••••••• 
diameter ••••••• 
difference ••••• 
diminish ••••••• 
distance ••••••• 
divide ••••••••• 
double •••••••• 
equal •••••••••• 
equally •••••••• 
equation ••• • ••. ~ 
equilibrant •••• 
equivalent ••••• 
erg •••••••...•• 
exact •••••••••• 
exactly •••••••• 
( continued on the next page) 
20.0 
1.2 
2.0 
3.0 
1.2 
l.L~ 
1~6 
4.8 
13.4 
1.6 
3.8 
1.8 
1.4 
1.8 
6.4 
2.8 
16.6 
6.0 
1.0 
5.6 
7.2 
4.4 
79.0 
1.6 
36.8 
2.4 
7.6 
1.2 
1.0 
1.2 
.... 
1.J 
Table 1~ ( continued) 
' 
-
Term Frequency· Term Frequency 
per Book per Book 
~---(1) (2) --I1r--·---I2T-- ----· 
£actor~ ••••••••• 2.2 linear.~ ••••••••• 4.4 farad .•.....•..•. 1 .. 0 liter ••••••••••• 4.6 
focaJ. ••.•.••••.• 3.4 longitudinal •••• 1.6 £ocus ••••••••••• 9.2 
foot •••••••••••• 68.2 magnitude ••••••• 5.2 i'oot-pound •••••• 9~4 mathematical •••• 2.6 
£ormuJ.a .......... 22.h maximum ••••••••• 4.6 
£ourth ........... 3.2 measure ••••••••• 23.8 £raction •••••••• 5.6 measurement ••••• 8.6 
£ractional •••••• 1.6 meter ••••••••••• 5.8 £requency ••••••• l 23 .. 0 ro..il ••••••••••••• 9.0 mile ............. 14.2 geometrical ••••• 1.8 millimeter •••••• 6.4 geometr,y •••••••• 1.6 million ••••••••• 1.2 gram •••••••••••• 42.0 nrini.nn..l.rl ••••••••• 1.6 graphical ••••••• : 1.4 l multiply •••••••• 12.h half •••....•.••• ll.h nor.m.a.J.: •••••••••• 8.6 horizontal ••••• ., 6.8 l number •••••••••• 26.8 horizontally ..... 1.4 numerical •••••• 3.2 horseponer ....... 2.6 ! numericaJJ.y ••••• 1.2 j hypotenuse •••••• 1~2 
ohnl·····•o•····· 29.2 inch•••••••••••• 32.4 ounce ••••••••••• 1.6 increase •••••••• 52.0 : 
' independent ••••• 1.2 .. parabolic ••••••• 1.6 index ••••••••••• 2 .. 8 parallel •••••••• 22.2 inverse ••••••••• 2.2 parallelogram ••• 8.6 imversely ••••••• 11.8 percent~ •••••••• 
·r 5.8 
perpendicular ••• I 13.8 joule .......... ~. 4.0 'i plane ••••.•••••• 4.4 
' 1.4 plot••••••~••••• kilocycle ......... 1.6. plus •••••••••••• 1.0 kilogram ......... 1.2 I point ••••••••• 2.4 kilowatt •••••••• 7.4 
f 
pound ••••••••••• 84.4 
primary ••••••••• 
1 
10.4 
length ••••••••• 4.4 prism ............ 1.8 
( concluded on the next page) 
Table 1. (concluded) 
. 
Term Frequency Term Frequency 
per Book per Boo!~ 
. 
. 
. 
(1} (2) (1} (2) 
product ••••••• ~ •• 3.1~ su:m. •••••••••••• 13~2 
proportion ••••••• 10~0 I symbol~ ......... 1~2 I 
proportional ••••• 22~8 I 
I theorem •••••••• 1.0 
quantity~ •••••••• 7.6 I third •••••••••• 1.6 I 
quarter •••••••••• 1.,2 I ton •••••••••••• 3.6 i 
I total •••••••••• 18.0 
radius ••••••••••• 3·2 I transverse ••••• 4~6 
rate••••••••••••• n.6 triangle ••••••• 4.6 
ratio •••••••••••• 12.8 triangular ••••• 1~2 
rectangle •••••••• 1~6 trillion ••••••• 1~0 
reduce ••••••••••• 4.0 t·w:ice •••••••••• 7.6 
relation ••••••••• 1.2 t1VO. • • • • • • • • • • • 1.4 
resultant •••••••• 21~2 
rotate ••••••••••• 4.2 unit ••.•••.•.•• 28.6 
rotation ••••••••• l.l~ 
value •••••••••• 12.6 
scale •••••••••••• 5.8 vary ••••••••••. 12.0 
secondary •••••••• 12.0 .vector ••• e." ••• 3.2 
similar •••••••••• 1.2 verify ••••••••• 2.0 
sine ••••••••••••• 2.4 ·Vertical ••• · •••• 5.0 
sphere ••••••••••• 2.2 vertically ••••• 1~4 
spherical •••••••• 5~8 volt ••••••••••• 23.8 
square ••••••••••• 33.6 .vol1lllle •••••.••• 21.0 
square root •••••• 2.6 
substitute ••••••• 5.6 Tratt •••.••••••• 12.,8 
subtract ••••••••• 1 .. 2 
zero ••••••••••. 2.0 
. 
A perusal of the above listing indicates the 1T.ide variety of math-
ematical terms 'Vthich are incorporated in a physics textbook. It should 
be clearly understood that this list is not an attempt to list every 
mathe~atical term occurine in the te:~, but only those words or express-
ions found under a discussion of one of the physical principles upon 
.. 
which this study is based. 
lJany of the terms found are of a physical nature, such as the nards 
ampere, calorie, and meter. Although these by the accepted definition 
are mathematical terns, it 1trould be nearly :impossible to assien them as 
being acquired by the student in any pa1~icular field of mathematics. 
l"Jhen taken in context, it is found that such ;:rords, beinG used most 
frequentl;;r in foTI!Ulas or equations night be considered as rrords whose 
meaning is to . some e:-:tent dependent upon a 1monledGe of simple algebra. 
However, it might also be ar~ed that an understandinG of s:i..r.lple arith-
metic is sufficient to make clear the significance of these terms. 
3 • .t'inalysis of Data 
Frequency of Mathematical tems per princ;;ple.-- 1\fter finding 
the total number of terms used under e·ach principle, the avere.ge 
number of mathematical terms which appeared in the discussion of each 
princiyle nas determined. In this case, the terms themselves were 
considered only on the basis of total frequency. 
At this point it ;7as found that several of the principles were 
not to be found i.11 one or more of the textbooks under consideration. 
Therefore, to eliminate the possibility of false conclusions, any 
princi~les from the basic list uhich Yrere not discussed in at least 
three of the five textbooks nere at this point o~itted from further 
consideration. 
This elimination of infrequently-o~~~~principles removed seven-
teen from the original list of 173 princj.plcs. The principles thus 
elivinated are those to be found in Appendix A under the follovring 
classifications~ 
Atonic Theory: 'Numbers 16, 18, 21, 24, 26, 30~ 
Gases: J:li.unbers 8., 9, ll, 13o 
Heat: Humbers 2, 20, 22~ 
Light: Numbers ll, 15., 
Liquids: Humber 5~ 
Sound: Number 7. 
Con'cinuing the .:naJ.ysis 1'Tith the remaining 156 principles, these 
vrere investigated as t.o the frequency of occurence of mathenatical 
terms in the c~iscussion of each principle. 11~1 the principles were 
arranged in order of decreasing frequency o!: terms per book., Using 25 
percent as an arbitra!'lJ division point, the 25 percent ( 39 principles) 
vrith the greatest frequenc-J of mathematical terms per te:;::tbook vrere 
listed. These principles vrill be fmmd in Table 2, arranged in order 
of decreasinG frequency of mathematical words per book, listed 1:ri th 
the category under which they fall~ 
Table 2. Pr-inciples of P!l;:rsical Science 1 "'ith tl1e hi c;hes " Frequency of 
I2thematical Terms 
...,_.__....,__ ~,.... -----~ ~==========================================================~:=======~==========~============~==~=;~~:~~~F.~::~--~~~~~~~~~ ~-~-~ 
- :rol'v..S per :?rinciple 
~-.11en t.vro forces act upon the sane object, the resul-;:,3.Ilt is a diagonal 
of Le )al·allelog:·arJ. 11hose sides :·epresent the a.irection and the na::;nit.ude 
of the ·':iTo :::'orces. ·,_ sinele i'o:;;-cc re}!resente~: 1):,- 7.1:.e c:..iagonal na;r be re-
sol verl into tTTo forces l"C"'JresentcC. by the sides of the :)a:·allelog:>.'a."'l. 
'I".c.e pressure o:' a .fluid in the open is equal to ··he ·weigh1u of the 
fl'!id above a unit area includ::!.n:;; a ~1oint at y;hich +.he pressm·e is taKen; 
it ·t.horefore varies ;r:i. th the depth and averar;e densi1:iJ' of the ::'luid. 
~1e resist&~ce of a metallic conductor depends on the ~1~ o:::' material 
fror: ·.·l~i.ch the conductor is mac~e, va:·ies d:..rectly .,.,..:_-::.h -':,he length, invol·se-
1:' 1i"ith ~he cross-sectional area, a..TJ.d increases as the ter.:rpe:cc.J~1.1.:>."C :.'1crB.J.ses . 
Pa:r-ollcl :·ays of li::;ht tillY be convorr:;ed. or focucsor' b:· conY-:x lenses 
a:.'l~~ conc2.ve mirrors; di ve:.~::;ed by conc.:1ve lenses ~n, convex :~ ir:;:·or . 
I.n a parallel ci:-cuit -':.he total current i2 ·::.he c:ur. of the separate 
currents; t_le Yoltage loss is the S:JJlie for ec:.ch branch, and the to!:.al :c-e-
sist.:Lnce ~-s less t __ an the resist·mce of O!le b::.~~mc_1. 
~n a lever, the i'o:;.·cc times ·the disto..nce :?ror.: the fulc:?:1.1.Ill equals ..... he 
"ITei::;ht ti:.1ec its distance from ·t:.he fulcru .. -r:1. 
Soli. 1.s ~~:.·e li ~ ifiecl J.nd li ":'J.-5_r'" v.::pori2'.o by heat_; the ali.Olmt. of heat 
used i..J. t 1is proce<s :':or a gi.ven .r::.ass an~::. a siven subs+.a.J.ce i s specific 
and e·:_ue.ls that given off b;;~ tl!e reve:•se process . 
In a tl a.'l'lsfo:;.~...r..or , ':.he :·a~~io bet.Ti8er. vol~'J.::;es is +,he SJ.ne as -'"ha~.:. bc-
t•rcr::m the nunbc:::- of tu·-ns . 
Eloctric poTre:;.· is cli::.·ec·':,l:ic~ pro~)O?'-':.ioncl to the p:::-oducJ; o:f' +,}'.e po~.:.en.L ­
ial iffercnce an the current .• 
Tile i n·':::.m:si·L,:- of illwn-i nation aec1·e:.ses as tbe squ2.:..·c nf ·'lhe r<-i_s ..... a:lce 
fror.1 a point source. 
The a.,.-oun-::. o:: hee>.t produced. b;:,.· an eloc'· r::.c C'll'ront i"' 3_)roportlonal 
to the :.·csis-'·, "..lCe, t.!1e s• ·ua::.~c o:.:' ~~l:c curre:T'· , anc~ tl1e ·':,:i..r e of flow. 
'?ne !_)rcssurc at a.J.1j-' po.!~t in a _"luic~ the same i 11 all directions . 
Pr-i_n.ci'.Jle 
per ~ex,.., ool: 
~·~~-- .~.- Ulll!i-~• 
:~quids 
·'1.ect·"':icity 
. 
: "ao1etism 
:.ri~)1t 
"'1 ;cct.ricity 
:asnctism 
c~ncmics 
~ 
at 
?' ectrici ty 
==agnetisn 
:' ec-'-.rici -l:.y 
~... -1.. • 
J .agl1C'vlS:r. 
ecJ.::.:;.~icity 
-:a.._~etisrc. 
~uids 
159.4 
73.4 
65. 8 
6o.6 
h3 .0 
f]. . 6 
LW. ~2 
35. 6 
32.0 
31. 8 
Table 2. (continued) 
'lhe frequency of vibration of a stretched string is inversel y pro:po:."tional 
to its lene-t.h, dia":lc :er, :::.nd sq-u.are roo-t. of its densit:r; a::Yl di:~ectly proport-
ional to the square ::.~oat of the ::rtrctchin,s ::'orce . 
The an:o1mt of heat T''ich a conston-t nass of a l i quid or solic1 acquires 
rrhen its tcmpcr.:d~, re rises a c;iven anotmt is identical nith the anount given 
off 1'fhen its ten:peraturc falls by that Given anmmt. 
In a series circuit the current is t"1e same in all p::tr'us , the resistance 
of the ..-:ho~_e is the s111:1 a: the r0r-::.sta.'1ces a:: t."e pa:::"- s , r>:>d -':..1e voltage loss 
of the -rrhole is the su_m of t,he v oltar;es losses of the :rn __ ...!-,s . 
'rbe totru. c 1an~~e in the length of a :metal ha:- is ~'1Ua..L J:,., i 1• r coa.~ficient 
of linear e::::pansion times the o:dr;inal lengt; 1 tLwc -'-he chn1130 in temperature . 
?he elec-t,ric cm~rent flmrlnc:.; thl'our.;h a conductor is directly proportion-
al t.o the nroduct of the potential di.::'fc:r8nce a.11d inversely pl~oport:!.onal to 
the resistance of the conductor. 
The amount of heat dcvelopec~ in o-i '1G ..-;orl: e.gainst :::;.'iction is propo::.·-';:.i. an-
al to the a!!lO"lmt of Tmr.:: th:.1s e~;:-)enr ed. 
'I'he dist.-.nce a boc.;:,- t:~avels , star·:.jJ1C f:::o": :::·est uith constant accelr::n·'ltion, 
is equal to one- hilf the ~ccele:-ation t~~er ~he squa~e of the tirn. 
The a cceleration of a body is proportional to the resultant force actine; 
on that body nnd is in the directj_on of that force . 
'I".ne volui-ue of an i e;1l gas var:!.es invm·scly TI:)_L,h the pressure upon it 
provir in:; the temperai:.ul~e rcn::ins consJ.:;;m~; . 
-.1len p:·esS" re is ap::_Jlied ~-o any aroa o'n a l::.qaid ~;. a closec conta:ine:..~ 
i~ :i_s Jj:..,D..ns~ ·~t,ed i11 exac.L.,l~· J~l1c s'l.:",e :..n~cnsi.lv:· ':.o 0Vo:.::- ~:~c'2 of +,he con.LJnil1c~ 
il:: con'"c>.c-::, -,-;-i'vh + e 1: _uicl . 
If the sarc prcf's'"clrs- is main'·.air.or1 , Ghe vol'li.:e of a cas is va:·ied dir'3ct-
13' as the absol-xt.e te~'3:~:t\ure . 
~J1en ')'1l''1..llcl :lir;:1+. rays st:~il:e 'l conc"'.ve sphericoJ. ~_i_:;_•ror, . ·f;1tc ra::;rs e.:''-,,.,r 
reflection, pass dirE:'ctl:- +,~1l'our:I-: J~he ::_J:'-: nci)al foc11s only if -'·,';.c a:"' a o:: the 
r ir:,o~ ... : s s:2.all co ... -J:)a:i"Od -'~o -'Jt.- ::':l'1 ~ar; of C'" .. l'\ta·!:, .. r>?. . 
_ :::: 
3J.octricity 
_c fugnetiSL"1 
l:lcctricity 
.l d -"a:-netisn 
~a~ 
... ... , . 
CtWll:!.CS 
chnnics 
"rnses 
:::.i :_uids 
s es 
Licht 
::ords .,.,nr 
::'rincilJle 
pe::- te::.:t1\oo .. 
28 . 8 
23 . 6 
28 . 0 
20 . 0 
27 . 8 
27 . 6 
27 . 2 
23 . 2 
19. 3 
2 4 
Table (concluded) 
~'.n:r two bo-:ics attract one another -rr.ith a force i-rhich is di"'ec;-,1:~ propor-
tionJ.l to the attracti.J."1g nasses <l.L"'ld inversely proportional to the square of 
the d::.s .... -:.ncc bct·-;-oen their centers of mass . 
Energy in ::iloYratt hours is equal to the product of the a.r::rpe~~es , volts , 
a..."ld tme (in hours) c iv.:..dc·:l by one thouso.nd. 
~-;hen liGht is roflectc..:, tl1e angle of incidence is equal to -~.he an~lc of 
refl.ction. 
Slidinc.; :2rict=:.on is dependent upon the nature &!.c.: the condition of +,he 
rubbine surfaces , proportional to the force pres·sinc ·\:,he suri'<:.ce together, 
n..."'ll ~ ependent of the area of contact . 
'The work obtained from a si~1le ne>.c.!.inc is al~-rays equal to the worl: l1Ut 
in less the ':ro:-1: e:::.~)endcd :n o-vercom::.ng friction. 
IIamonious lJ11sica1 intorvaJ.s correspond to ver;;- sinple frequency interve.ls . 
'::'he ener;:;3r -.-rhich a body posG0SS3S on accoun:-, of H,s 7'10J~_:on is called _lll-
etic encre;;r and is propo~ion.:ll to its r.r"ss a..l'l- t __ e squa:-e of it.s velocity. 
The ::2ass o:': a.11;;- substance set free b~J eloctrol~~s:.s is p:roportiol"l..al J~o the 
cu:::c~ont f3.o1Ti .. J1g <11"'1~~ the ti.'r:J.e of flow~ i: ·::,he quan+i+.y o:': clect!'icity is kept 
consto.nt, tL.c Dass o'!: various substances set .free is pi~opor-tiomu to their 
electro-chc~cil equivalents . 
'Ihe SU.'ll of 
a :rl:cror equals 
the 
tho 
recip:rocals o"! the conjur:;:-.te foc.,.l len~-'-,hs of a lens or 
recip:-oc-:>.1 of -::.he pr:.Ucipa.,_ focal lerc.cth. 
The distor::.ion of '1.11 clastic bocl;;r is p:roportio!lal to the fo:'ce applied 
:n--oviding the ob.stic lir:D:t j_s not exceeded. 
A be?n of licht may be plane pola:::i~ed ::-s ;: :~esult of an:,~ cil~cu.EJ.sta.nco 
whicJ1 results in the suppl'Cssion o . .r: one of the rectilinear COf!i")Onen-t.s o£' the 
vibr·~tion Trithout o.:'fec·0ing the cor.:ponent at :~i:;ht an::.;lcs to it. 
The speed of sounC::. i."1c::eases with .:m il1ci·ease ::i.11 the -·~er.lp8rature of t,he 
meciu~ conductinG 
The speed of a T;avc is eq_ual to t le proc~_uct of i+.s frcqucnc-.:r a..'l- i ts •;ave 
len2;th ., 
z.a.-:.ter LJ.a;T be tra.'1si'orrr.e . into enern::r 2.11d energr into lilat-l:.cr. 
The hic;her the temperature of the air, the Cl~ea-'·,er is the Cl2J.OU.1t of 
:noisture required to sat'lr3:'-,o i+,. 
) 
~:echeJ1.ics 
Electricity 
"'..'tld Liagnctism 
Light 
l.Iecho.nics 
i.hchanics 
Sound 
llichanics 
Electricity 
:::md l.Ia[;.uetism 
Light 
:cchanics 
Light 
Sound 
pbu..'l1d 
.L -
..._._.Onl:'.C Theory 
Gases 
~-:-ords per 
Principle 
-per tc::tbool: 
19.0 
19.0 
10.8 
18.8 
17. 2 
17. 0 
16.8 
15.6 
1).6 
15.0 
15.o 
25 
A study of -:~his table will indicate a high percentage of items 
from the categories of liechanics and Electricity and Fagnet.ism, Trhile 
only one pr-i_nciple from the Atomic Theory section is included in this 
grouping of' high frequency~ This fact might have some bearing on the 
reasons nhy physics has in the past been considered a difficult sub-
ject for the student. Ttechanics, vrhich •·rould seem to be the most 
heavily wcir;hted with mathematics, has almost invariably been the in-
troductory subject in the traditional physics course. This, at the 
veiy least vrould be a ps-.fchological barrier for -:-:.he st.udent poorly 
. equipped in mayhematics. Even the student Td:t.h an adequate background 
in mathematics, on being so abruptly confronted wi.th the mathematical 
concepts entailed in the s:~.udy of Hechanics, could easily develop a. 
mentcti block hindering his comprehension and appreciation of the 
other aspects of the customary physics course~ 
This variation in the amount of mathema:t.ics fom1d in the various 
categories 1r.ras thouglt to be ~ortant enough to merit further study~ 
Therefore a. more thorough discussion of -:-:.he problem Yrill be £'otmd in 
Table 4 and the follmring paragraphso 
Using the same procedure as wlia.s followed in Table 2, another 
table v.ras constructed. In ·tJhis instance, those itew.s constituting the 
25 percent of the principles containing the fe11est mathematic8l ref-
erences Trere grouped togethero '!'hese principles, contained in Table 3, 
are listed in order of the increasing frequency of average occurrence 
of mathematical tem.s per te:ctbook. 
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l.':.ble 3. :·,·::nc.!.pl~r: of ~ zy-sical Science ,-.:.tL the Lm7es-t. Ti'req_uenc~r of 
: .. a-':.l1en~-t .:..cn.J.. '.2c::·:-1s 
ill r:=1.t'!:.c>r j_s compose~ . of sinclc e:er:ton s o::.· co:rl')ina;~.ions of sev-
eral el"".l."::.el1~- s. 
£2: st:1:>stances cn3 m.,-:· e U? of S'JJ.2ll pa.r·-:..cles called rlolcc·,~es -;J'!'ich 
2.re alil:e in the sane stlbst::L"'lce ( exce·)t for var::.a:tioPs in molecular 
·;;-cic;:1 ... , c'ue .L.o isotopes bu~.:. :liffel' L"'l d_:_:'i'crent, elements . 
: ·Dst atoms Lave tl:.e propert-:.,. of eainine;, los~ nc, o::.· slnr:.nc a 
nunbe1· o:: outer shell electrons. 
I:lec-':.::-ostatic induc0.:.on ::.s the sep<:lration a:' c.:ar::;es on a cone uc·!Jor 
t!.,rou:;h -~he ~~luencc of a neizhbo1··:n3 c.l<'.rce . 
L:U:c elcc'~rical c :.:>.r.:;es !'C::Jcl, a'tld wl.lil:c electric :D. c!lm.·ges aJ;tract . 
"J.l 1~ateriil.s o::~:er so .. e ro"'is-':.cmce to tLe flo"V of el0ctric2J.. curr-
ent , ::'..1>:::1 that :Jart of elcc :;.1·:.i.ca.l 0norgy used ~1 ove:;_·co...:-::i.1"1~ t 1is resist-
ance is "!:ransfor:r.le', into hoa ene:·c-. 
• :;as al·-rays tenc1s to e~;:r>anc' +hrough"u+ ._, s whoJ e space .r>.vaile.ble . 
:he s:;ced of di.:'::'us.:..on of :;c>ses va.~ir.,.. ..:...:nersel_~- 'lS · :1e sc:<:a:;_'e 
root o.: the~r densi~ies . 
Dod~cs or lanr heat u~ and cool off TJO:-e ranic ~,. ':. 1an bor:.es of 
1~n:tter. 
.. 1e f:·"ez ~11G ~oin-~ 'lepress~_on and t-he 'Joil:5J1C point elevai:.ion a:re 
proportional to J.:.he co 1Cen-t;r.:r ... ,ion of -:.:-:.e solutio:c.. 
ilicrgy is o.:~en t.ransr:i'1te · i.,., the :'ern o:: Yfa.VI)S • 
-:-.11en 1 :.i.g 1t ra~~s a:;.~e 
fo;.n"ld in· .... o :1e1:'.:. en ')r,_;:. 
a so"becl, some of the light energy is 
I 
-trans-
~"J.1en 11aves stril:e n.n obj -;ct., they n.,_: 1.--:: 1-..rans-ri +,+,ed, absorbw , 
or re:~ ec·'-.ed. 
• ... omic _ .eory 
'";onic T\co'l"7 
-.; 
::::Lectr~_city 
m1d :a;;net.:.sn 
!JJ "'ctr::c:·_ t.y 
!mr Th.c;net:Lsm 
~ectrici~Ly 
r.mcl : 'b.g:netism 
Gases 
Gase~ 
Ibat 
~.orr'ls ocr 
:::--d.nci-J:.e 
"'Je...:· -1.. e- -:.., 1(.., 1-" 
___ _;,;..__ 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
c.o 
2'']' 
. I 
I .'1 
' 
• • : I I '· ~ ' I ' I \ 
.·,I 
-:,1. 
. /. ·' 
':1,·.· :; 
·.· 
,, 
'.··, 
,, 
t •• ,' 
·. ' 
!''' 
· Table 3~ '{cont.:inued) 
·1, . 
... 
r ,1 I, ;."'•' 
,.\., 
, '', ,L' 
,' ' ... · '/'' ' . 
·· ~~l ·.J:i.Qtticis. aJ:Ie compJ.'essible 'bht· :.only to a slight·· degJ:ee., 
, 1 'I 1, I,: ; 'I,·' ' 
)1ny homog~ntius body of lic;:Ufd· :free' to. tclce :i,ts orm position TI:i.ll 
seelt a posi;tcion in ~Thiqh aJ.l ·exJ:~osed surfaces ;Lie m ·.·the sa!':le, hori ... 
zonta1 plan0~ · · .. , 
Sound is prod1tceci b;:;" Vi~rfltinc 1:1atter, ~cl· i.s tra.'i'lst'litted. by m?-tter. 
l' ' I, . ,' F . I.'/: ' I ... , ' . ·' . ' ' • • . ' ' . 
· · ;P1~l;toactiVity is irictepend~nt o::-. aJ;i physical coridit:tons; he.at~ · ?ol.d_, 
·. P,resstir~., and diemicai ·state~.· · · · 
.:., ..... ,·.'·· . ' 
,·' ': • •, .'' ,· ' '.,,"· ' ', '. ',i .: ' ' 'l • I ' . • 
.· ... ·. The :i'orC\3S Of a;~traction and repulsion .betrree'n trro B.:":lall C}~'Prrged 
. 'bodies• Ya17. inversqly as the> square i o:r the distance betrre6n the · cha1·~es 
.· al'Kl d:Lr~ctly ~S, th'e prodp.ct .· O.f ';IJ1~e: t1!0· charges;~ . 
:: ,i' ', : ~1 i;!a_gnet I ~~,r~r,s· has 'at 
1 
l~ast lf,..,.to: poles, and is 'surrotmded b;~r a :fi~ld 
.. of 'for6ei ·. ' · .. • ·,, ·· .· · · ·. ·.· 
I ' o, ' 1 ' ' 1 
.· 
.• ·.· ·' :. The·· 11rese1:ce 'of,.~ .dissolved substance. will c~use the resulting 'sol ... 
ution to. boil at )3. higher te:mpei;'ature and to :.freeze at a lomn1 tempera- · 
· · ·, t~,-,....,;. thm1 .. :)u·~e ~:niter·: · ·· . , . I ·•·• . •· ', • ··• • ·• · 
: '1-'• ';' ' ~~. , > • .,j,; J. ~ , "P ' • f'' 0 , ';,t. ,' • I ' , '. , I :, • ,' 
•·· I ' ' ' 
:rnde.ndcscerit solids. and liqqid~ · e!:'l.it .ru.;L ~rave lenc:th's · oi' .light; 
and a;i've a cor1M.!i:itous speci;m'TI~ · .,, i . ·; · ; .· .~ .. 
•;" I 
· .· < ·:·. I~s~·ce.l to~el3 ·ai·c p~~odtlc~d Tillc~1·:~ ~Jrat~J~ body sends oht' i~gtua2~ /V-J;'Prat~ons to tJ;.~ ear ·al.l:!;lt;, only no~~eS,/itl'e prdducec~. when t,he JVibr¢.ting 
: :' 
. ' 
t,,, 
'•. 
bodJ-: send;;: out :I.tcregtilar v:wrat.ions. ·c.o. 1flhe earl · .. · ·.. . • · , . . ' 
' . ' ' . ' . ( ' . ' . ' .:,/: 
Klectron.s· 1r,iiJ alrrays flo-.7 from one point to anotper ·alon·s.·~.~~.·,·.··.·. con-.dncto:L~ if ~his' tra.21sfcr. ~·oleases E)nerwe , .. 
I . . J ,· 
. . . .dj 
. ..· ... Pi~ces of :Lro~, ste.e~, coq,nlt, 01~ nickel may bec6i::e ;::.a:::,'l1Bt'1ied 
· by:indue:cioz;l rrl~e!1 placed l!l ::J. ?Jla~l'let,ic .field. · ; ·~j'.1 
'l. I 
'' :?eat,: :ts' ·t:ra:.0.~i'erred by convection in cur:eonts of, gases 0J. .. 41.q·uicls~ 
,'th~' r2:~e 'of: .. t:r~ns~er decreasinr; with e.n incl~ease il1 ·the veloc:tt:t 'pf .· . 
. the circulatint; liquid~.· . ;, ( 
. . . . . . ~j 
. ,.,.. ~ ,:·~ ...:, .... .,:.: ·,..:..~.., _· 
i 
, I 
Cate~o:ry 
~:tq1.tids 
l 
::.d,quids 
:.:) 
q~ectricity· 
:l11"'7 ~ ;~ -Y\ .!... • ' I 
• ·• '•<. C":"t)~le vJ.STil 
I£jat 
'! 
:<ileht 
/, 
! 
i.ectricity 
~ 118..gnetis!!l 
lectricity 
. • ') tf 'II ,. ~ t. • 
·---·'1L "·ag.neuJ.S!;l 
"'i.:! _, __ , 
/ 
:·10rc1.s per 
.Principle 
per textb~--
o .. o 
O~b 
o.o 
0 2 
•' .
0~2 
.. 1 o .. L.~ 
f'olo..JI_ 
/· 
\ .'' 
"·,! 
· ·:. Table.3~·. ·cconclv.ded) 
.. 
'~'· 
Lu..rnino'l~.s v,apol"s · a.ncl gases end t .. only certain kinds of iighto..pro-
ducipg·bright line spqct.ra~ 
:: '}leat. ~S l:i0cra:Scd. whe:h ~- t;as is C01ap:cessed,, and is .. ~l1sor'D~d 11hen 
.· a gas e:tpan(is. · . 
.1: 
A liquid rl::PI rise · ::n a papilh.1-y tube if frhe contact ,angle bet~·reen 
' ~h~ liquid and 'the ,side ,of. the tube .. is ·iess '.than 90 deg:rees and 17ill be 
' . ... .i : dcp:re$.2Cd if:. the, COntact. an~}e if) g1~eater than 90 degreeSt~ . 
,I': 
, .. 
. :: .. , 
'', ," 
· ~diohcti ve emission involves ,nit clear change •. 
, >;fu'en a stTcru:l of hie;h. speed electro.ns s-:~rikes a body_, tl1e atOT!lS of· 
··the bod~t· .emit =~-rays~ :. 
I I ' ~ 
· L'1 ~ a.n· 'Luiqhart;ed body t4~re afe .as bany protons as electrons a:rid 
the chcirzos neutralize:.each other; uhile ·a deficiency of elcct.rons. 
'produces a plus charge on a .bod;>{ and an e::cess of elect:,ons ,produces 
p. :1103;at~ ve .. cha,rr;e~' · 
'' 't' 
An · elec:'cric current rr.ill f'loVt in. the exte:cnal . circuit when tTi"o 
1~et~ls of l.mlj_l{e chemical activit3r .are acted upon by a conclucJ.:.ing sol-
ution, the more .active metal .be.:i.nc charged negatively. 
. . . . 
' ' 
'!n tl1e ncrthern hemsphel~e great. volur,1cs of air tend to revolve 
in o. counter-clock:risq .. dirqction, and in the soutl,lern hcr.rl.sphere, they 
revolve in ·a clock.7ise direction. 
· · · IIeat is conducted b;r th(! transfe:" . of l::inetic . energy- from molecule 
to molGcu.le. 
. '.i11end;:I/'C!' .?.11 Opilque. object . :i.nte:ccepts radiant energy traVelling' jn 
a parcicu.lal~ direction, ~. she.dow is cast behinp .. the object.-
·• .. · . .~. sp±n1ffur; body oi'f~rs resis·tance to ~r force 'rrhich chanr:;es the 
dir13ction of .the a:ds about ':rh:Lch ·the body. r<,>tates •. 
i :1 
H,' 
,; 
I. 
'I 
•• 
,., 
(/. 
Gases 
·,;' 
~;~.mTiic · 1'heo:r::7 .. · 
I ... , 
G91SeS 
Q~6'' 
0~8·. 
.o~~ 
:n: 0 . 
'f• .. 
0.8 ' 
· o.D 
o.a 
,;,·1 
··'', 
' .. 
..... ~·· 
\' 
:,,., 
.,. ·, 
',· .·.· ·':• I 
'','. 
I•'' 
' \ 
·,1 
" ' 
I' , .. lo 
. -~ 
··. 
,•:., 
In Table 3 there is a much M.gher percentage of principles from 
the Ato:rnic Theory category, while in contrast only one principle of 
I.:echanics is found to use as fgr;r as one 1~athematical word per t.e:ct,book. 
The apparent diversity of frequency in the various categories was 
felt to be Trorthy of further consideration. Therefore, the principles 
under each caGegory were analysed to determine the average frequency 
of mathematical terr1s per principle in each category. The average fre-
quenc3r of terns per principle for the entire list of principles was also 
obtained by dividing the total number of tenn.s used in all five books 
under one cater;o!"'IJ by -::.he ntll:'ber of principles in tha~c category times 5. 
These data are presented in 'l'able h. 
Tabll::e 4. Averdee Frequency of LTathema~:.ical Terms per Principle in each 
Category 
Category Average .t· requency of · 
Terms per Book 
.Atomic Tl1eOr'fJ •• .................. • •••••••••••• 3. 6 
Gases •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• B.o 
F~at •••• ...................................... .,. • 9 ~0 
Idc;ht •• (l •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4'9.1 
Sound•••••••••••••••••••••••···••••••••••••••9•5 
Electricity and ].fagnetism •••••••••••••••••• ol2.2 
Liquids••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••el3o3 
1.1ecl1anics •• ................................. o 22 .. 8 
l\J.l Categories ':':'ogether ••• o .................. 10. 7~~: 
.w- Total terms :Ln all categories divided b;Jr total number 
of principElles times 5. 
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Table 4 shoris that there is a very definite relationship between 
the various categories and the amount of I:lathematics (if it is assumed 
that the amount of mathematics used in a section is a function of the 
frequency olfl occurrence of mathematical terms~ employed :tn their ex-
position in a seconda~ school textbook. It might be concluded that the 
study of J:Techanics requires a better, or at least wider, mathematical 
background than does the study of anJ'" other aspect of elementa,r~J ,physics~ 
Similarly tha c~mclusion can be reached that a comprehension of Atomic 
Theory as it is presentecl. in an elementa~J physics textbook requires the 
least lm017ledt;e of mathematics. 
If ·::.he incidence of mathematic:::'-1 terms ·.-rell'!e the only factor in-
volved, it might be recommended that Atot1ic Theory be used as an 
introductory subject in secondary school physics .. Survc;yal of the con-
cepts included under this category, however, uould force an arnm.end-
ment to such a suggestion, since much of the work involves at least 
an elementar'J knonledge of -:~he principles of electricity. 
Hovrever, since the study of neC~.rly every phase of physics can 
be facilitated by at. least an elementary understandinG of th(2 ator:d.c 
theories of the unity of energ-y- and matter, it seems logical that 
such a discussion r.rl.ght 11ell serve as a solid in·t.roductoxy foundation 
to a physics course~ The n:ore difficult phases of th~ subject, includ-
ing those involving an unde1·standing of electrical phenol'!lena, could 
easily be postponed to the latter part of the course .. 
This procedure, besides bec;inning the stucle:·-r':. on ·a. study of 
ph:rsics 1-.rithout des+,roy-lng his confidence -rrith ma-:·,hema·::.ical proceduees 
I 
' • 
, 
' 32 
Trhich he finds dif~icult, vrould also give him a firm foundation for 
the discussion of all the othe~ groups from a basis of atoiT~c and 
molecular action and interaction~ Such a 'basis for the unders·t.anding 
of science seems particularly desireable if not essential in thms 
present day~ 
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CH.I\.PTER ~ 
RESULTS OF TIE INllBSTIG.I\.TION 
Conclusions.-- fl. re~evr of the foregoing chapter results in the 
folloTiing general statements of pbservations which can be based upon 
the data: 
1~ The mathematics employed in a secondary school physics text 
implies a l~owledge of arithmetic, simple algebra and geomet~J, 
and a ve~r feiv basic facts of trigonometrJ. This conclusion 
was dravm from a study of the content,s of Table I. , 
2. J.Tore mathematics is required in a study of H echanics than in 
any other category of the physics course. 
3. Less mathematics is required in a study of Atomic 'T.'heory than 
in any other category presented in a secondary school physics 
4~ Hany 1vords, although called mathematical terms by definition, 
are difficult to place as being derived from any particular 
phase of mathematicso 
5; Most elementary physics teA."tbooks cover nmch the same material 
in substantially the same manner~ 
~lications~-- A study of the conclusions drawn from this in-
vestigation brings forth the follovr.ing deductions: 
1. The mathematics employed in the typical secondary school 
II 
·-
( 
pbysics text is not too advanced for, nor does it contain 
mathematical concepts- nev·r to the average high school pnysics 
student~ 
2~ Since the traditional physics course begins with a study of 
Mechanics, a section highly weighted with I!l..athematics, this 
may act as a psychological, if not an actual, deterrent to the 
student ueak or insecure in his mathematical preparation for 
the study of physics. 
3o A rearrangement of the physics course, preferably opening with 
a discussion of the simpler principles of Atomic ':'heocy-1 and 
relegating the stud~r of 1~chanics to a later part of the course, 
might increase both student interest and success in secondary 
school pbysics~ 
Suggestions for further study.-- As a result of this research, 
questions have been raised or suggested Ymich seem uo~0by of further 
consideration. Since high school physics at present seems to be much 
less popular with the average student than is desireable in this day 
vrhen scientific living and a 1mowledge of science seems so basic in 
our daily lives, further research in the field of physics education 
seems a question a great importance,. The follmving suggested studies 
might help to uncover reasons for the students• lack of interest in 
ph;y-sics, or help to improve the course as it is nmv offered.; 
1. "'\n ahalysis of mathematical processes involved under. each 
principle should produce interesting 1~esults~ This "l.'rould show 
most clearly and concisely the mathemati_cal tools Yrhich the 
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student must have at his disposal for each phase of the course. 
2o From the above analysis, a set of exercises might be construct-
ed vrhich could be used by th(·~ instructor of physics in pre-
\· 
paring his physics class for each nev1 mathematical concept 
before it is encountered. 
3. The most urgent recommendation and suggestion is that of a 
revision and rearrangement of the traditional physics course. 
Only one of the textbooks used in this study did not begin ·with 
a study of :U1echanics, uhich seems to be the most difficult 
section of the course from a mathematical standpoint. ~he 
uhole course might be set up on a ''principle !I or concept basis, 
commencing 'IT.i.. th a groundwork in Atomic Theory and relegating 
the uork in !Iechanics to a later part of the course. 
ATOI.IIC THEORY 
_1\.PP:SliDIX A 
PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS 
1 • .ti.toms nay be broken do7m by bombarding the nucleus TTith high speed 
particles such as protons, alpha particles, or neutrons. 
2~ Gases conduct electric currents only when ionized. 
J. The atoms of all radioactive elements are constantly disint,egrating by 
giving off various rays, (alpha, beta, and gamma) and for.m:ing helium and 
other elements. 
4. The mass of an atom is concentrated almost entirely in the nucleus. 
5. The distances of successive electron shells from the nucleus of an atom 
end from each other are much greater than the dimensions of the nucleus 
itself. 
6. Radioactive emission involves nuclear change~ 
1. P~dioactivity is independent of all physical conditions, heat, cold, 
pressure, and chemical state. 
B. Protons and neutrons only are found in the nucleus of an atom. 
9 • Atoms have great sub-atomic energy .. 
10. Some elements have more than one atowic weight due to differences in 
the neutron~:content of the nuclei. 
ll. .1111 matter is composed of single elements or combinations of several 
elements. 
12,. lUl substances are made up of small particles called molecules which 
are alike in the same substance (except for v~riations in molecular vreight 
due to isotopes) but differ in different elements~ 
13. T.he electrons 11ithin an atom form shells about the nucleus, each of 
which contains a definite number of electrons. 
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14. Hatter may be transformed into energy and energy :into matter. 
15. All matter is made up of protons, neutrons, and electrons~ 
16. The materials forming one or more substances, "Without ceasing to exist, 
may be changed into one or more new substances Ythich are measurably 
different~ 
17. Lfost atoms have the property of ga:in:ing, los:ing, or shar:ing a number 
of outer shell electrons~ 
18. Every pure sample of any substance, whether simple or compound, under 
the same conditions w:i..ll sho"IT the same physical properties or the same 
chemical properties. 
19~ Energy can never be created or destroyed; it can be changed from one 
form to another only Yr.ith exact equivalence~ 
20~ Electrons are emitted from any sufficiently hot boqy~ 
21. Electrons change energy levels emitting or absorbing energy~ 
22;.. In a tube which contains gas at lo"IT pressure subject to an intense 
electric field, cathode rays, streams of electrons, move away from the 
negatively charged terminal at high speed~ 
23. A number of substances will emit electrons and become positively 
charged vrhen illum:inated by light. 
24. Atoms or molecmles may lose electrons vmen struck by high speed 
electrons or ions. 
25. 1/hen a stream of high speed electrons strjjces a body, the atoms of 
the body emit X-Rays. 
26. Electrons have both a magnetic and an electric field. 
27. Vfuenever a high-frequency oscillating current produces in the field 
around it oscillating magnetic and electric fields, energy in the form of 
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-an electro-magnetic vvave is transmitted through space. 
28. Electro-magnetic 1-raves may produce electrical oscillation in a con-
ductor circuit which is so adjusted as to oscillate naturally 11i th the 
same £requency as the incoming vrave. 
29o By means of high-frequency generators or vacuum tube oscillators 
sustained or continued oscillations can be produced in a condenser circuit~ 
Their intensity is made to var.y with audio-frequenc.y currents in a trans-
mitter circuit to produce radio uaves. 
30~ Tiro electro-magnetic Yraves having the sat-ne frequency and amplitude 
and traveling in nearly the same direction w:ill inter£ere, constructively 
or destructively, depending whether they are in phase or out of phase. 
ELECTRICITY li.ND HAGNETISH 
1. ~·fuen a current-carrying wire is placed in a magnetic field, there is a 
£orce acting on the ~dre tending to push it at right angles to the direc-
tion of the lines of force betvveen the magnetic poles, providing 'the vdre 
is not parallel to the field. 
2. The force of any attraction or repulsion between trro magnetic poles 
varies directly as the pole strength and inversely as the square of the 
dtistance between the poles. 
3. , I::!agnets depend for their properties upon the arrangement of the 
metallic ions of vrhich they are made up~ 
4~ Electrostatic induction is the separation of chc:J.nges on a conductor 
through the influence of a ne~ghboring charge~ 
~ 5. The force of attraction or repulsion between two small charged bodies 
varies directly as the product of the two charges and inversely as the 
square of the distance between the charges. 
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6. In an uncharged boqy there are as many protons as electrons and the 
charges neutralize each other: while a deficiency of electrons produces a 
plus charge on a body and an excess of electrons produces a negative 
charge~ 
7~ Electrons w:i.ll al-rrays flow from one point to another along a conductor 
if this transfer releases energy; 
a. The amount of heat produced by an electric current is proportional to 
the resistance, the square of the current, and the time of flow. 
9. Electric power is directly proportional to the product of the potential 
difference and the current., 
10; Energy in kilowatt hours is equal to the product of the amperes, 
volts, and time (in hours) divided blf one thousand. 
11 • .1\n induced current alTrays has such a direction that its magnetic 
field tends to oppose the motion by which the current vms produced~ 
12. The magnitude of an induced e.m.f. is proportional to the rate at 
which the number of lines of magnetic force change and to the nuw~er of 
turns of 1.T.ire in the coil~ 
13. In a parallel circuit the total current is the sum of the separate 
currents: the voltage loss is the same for each branc~ and the total 
resistance is less than the resistance of one branch. 
14. In a series circuit the current is the same in all parts, the resistancE 
of the whole is the sum of the resistances of the parts; and the voltage 
loss of the whole is the sum of the voltage losses of the part. 
15. Condenser capacity varies directly 1·ri th the area of the plates, and 
inversely as the thiclmess of the insulation between them. 
16. 11lter.nating current charges a capacitor trrice during each cycle, in-
ducing opposite charges on the two plates with the result that a current 
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appears to flow through the condenser~ 
17. Like electrical charges repel, and unlike electrical charges attract. 
18. ~Ul materials offer some resistance to the flow of electric current, 
and that part of electrical energy used in overcoming this resistance is 
transformed into heat energy. 
19. The resistance of a metallic conductor depends on the kind of material 
from which the conductor is made, varies direct~ 1vith the length, in-
versely 1vith the cross-sectional ar~ and increases as the temperature 
increases. 
20. The electrical current flot~_ng through a conductor is directly prop-
ortional to the product of the potential difference and inversely prop-
ortional to the resistance of the conductor. 
21~ "'\n electric field may be produced in three vrays: by rubbing or fric-
tion, by chemical action, or by using a magnetic field. 
22. An electromotive force is induced in a circuit whenever there is a 
change in the number of magnetic lines of force passing through the 
circuit. 
23. A mag-.aet alYrays has at least t>'lo poles and is surrounded by a field 
of force. 
2h., Pieces of iron, steel, cobalt, or nickel may become 111.agnetized by 
induction when placed in a 111.agnetic field. 
25. An electric current vrill .flow in the ·external circuit when tvro metals 
of unl~(e chemical activity are acted upon by a conducting solution, 
~· the more active metal being charged negatively. 
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26. In a transformer the ratio between voltages is the same as that be-
tvreen the number of turns. 
27. The mass of ~substance set free by electrolysis is proportional to 
the current floTI:ing and the time of flmv, if the quantity of electricity 
is kept constant, the mass of various substances set free is proportional 
to their electro-chemical equivalent~ 
28~ Positively charged ions of metals may be deposited on the cathode, as 
atoms, uhen a directed current is sent through an electrolyte. 
GASES 
1. The b~gher the temperature of the air, the greater is the amount of 
moisture required to saturate it. 
2. The atmospheric pressure decreases as the altitude increases. 
3• P'.eat is liberated when a gas is compressed, and is absorbed vrhen a gas 
expands. 
4~ The volume of an ideal gas varies inversely vrith the pressure upon it 
providing the temperature remains constant~ 
5. A gas aJ.xrays tends to expand throughout the whole space avaib..ble. 
6~ If the same pressure is maintained, the volume of a gas is varied 
directly as the absolute temperature~ 
7 • If the volume of a confined body of gas is kept constant, the pressure 
is proportional to the absolute ten:.perature. 
8. 11hen a miA'ture of gases is confined, each exerts its ovm pressure w"ith-
out reference to the pressure exerted by the others. 
9. The atmospheric pressure decreases vrith increasing ~ater vapor content, 
other things being equal. 
10. In the northern hemisphere great volumes of air tend to revolve in a 
counter-cloch7ise direction, and in the southern hemisphere, they revolve 
in a clockvdse direction~ 
11. In moving air, wind pressure increases as the square of the velocity~ 
12. The speed of diffusion of gases varies inversely as the square root 
of their densities. 
13. Gases may be conve~ted into liquids by reducing the speed of their 
molecules. 
14. The rate of evaporation of a liquid varies with the temperature, area 
of e=qJosed liquid, and saturation and circulation of the gas in cont9tct 
1T.Lth the liquid~ 
15. The rate of vaporization decreases Tiith an increase in concentration 
of the vapor in the gas in contact Tlith the liquid, the temperature 
remaining constant~ 
EE..ttT 
1~ Radiant energy travels in waves along straight lines, its intensity 
at aQY distance from a point source is inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance from the source. 
2. The more nearly vertical the r~s of radiant energy, the greater the 
number that will fall upon a given horizontal area, and the greater is 
the amount of energy that •7ill be received by that area~ 
3~ The amount of heat developed in doing -rrork against friction is propor-
tional to the amount of uork tlnls expended. 
L .•. The ~verage speed of molecules increases with temperature :md pressure. 
5. Solids are liquified ~nd liquids vaporized by heat; the amount of heat 
used in this process for a given mass and a given substance, is specific 
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and equals that given off by the reverse process. 
6. The lower the temperature of a body, the less the amount of energy it 
radiates; the higher the temperature, the greater the amount of energy 
radiated. 
7. The amount of heat uhich a constant mass of a liquid or solid acquires 
when its temperature rises a given amount is identical "Vlith the amount 
given off when its temperature falls by that given amount. 
8. F2at is transferred by convection in currents of gases or liquids, the 
rate of transfer decreasing rr.ith an increase in the velocity of the cir-
culating liquid. 
9. Tihen a gas eJ~ands, heat energy is converted· into mechanical energy. 
10. The principle C<?.USe of ·wind and weather changes is the unequal heat-
ing of different portions of the earth 1 s surface by the sun; thus all winds 
are convection currents caused by unequal heating of the earth 1 s atmos-
phere, and they blov; from places of higher atmospheric pressure to places 
of lower atmospheric pressure. 
11. :Most bodies expand on heating and contract on cooling; the amount of 
chanGe depending on the change in temperature. 
12. Bodies of land heat up and cool off more rapidly than bodies of water. 
13. Substances which expand upon solidifying have their melting points 
lowered by pressure; those which contract upon solidifying have their 
melting point.s raised by pressure. 
14. The boiline point of aqy solution becomes lower as the pressure is 
decreased and higher as the pressure is increased. 
15. The freezing point depression and the boiling point elevation are 
proportional to the concentration of the solution. 
16. The presence of a dissolved substance ':rill cause the resulting sol-
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ution to boil at a higher temperature and to freeze at a loY;er temperature 
than pure vrater. 
17. Every pure liquid has its own specific boiling and freez:ing po:ints~ 
18. The total change in the length of a metal bar is equal to its coeffi-
cient of 2inear expansion times the original length times the change in 
temperature; 
19. Heat is conducted by the transfer of kinetic energy from molecule to 
molecule. 
20~ The atmosphere of the earth tends to prevent the escape of heat from 
the earth's surface, and the earth begins to cool only when the amount of 
heat lost during the night exceeds the amount of heat gained during the 
day. 
21. Condens~tion will occur when a vapor is at its saturation point if 
centers of condensation are available and if heat is Tiithdrawn. 
22. If the vapor pressure of the uater of hydration exceeds that of the 
moisture in the air, crystals >"Till gradually yield up water to the air and 
vice versa~ 
23. ~hen t1~ bodies of different temperature are in contact, there is a 
continuous transfer of heat from the body of higher temperature to the 
body of lower temperature, the rate of which is directly proportional to 
the difference in temperature. 
LIGHT 
1. Dark, rough, or unpolished surfaces absorb or radiate energy more 
effectively than light, smooth, or polished surfaces. 
2. 'TI1e darker the color of the surface the better it absorbs light. 
3. Light travels in straight lines in a medium of uniform optical density. 
4. If a beam of light falls upon an irregular surface, the r~s of light 
are scattered in all directions 
5 ~ ~·ihen light is reflected, the angle of incidence is equal to the angle 
of reflection. 
6. Incandescent solids and liquids emit all ~ave lengths of light and give 
a continuous spectrum~ 
7 .. 1:if.hen 1vhite light passes through a substance that absorbs some waves and 
not others, certain bands of color are absorbed ·with the production of an 
absorption spect~ 
B. The speed of light in ~ substance bears a constant ratio to the speed 
of light in air. 
9~ ·The colors of objects depend upon the light r~JrS they transmit, absorb, 
or reflect. 
10 • 'llhen a body which emits a bright line spectrum is moving to11ard or 
away from the observer, the lines are shifted toward the short or long 
wave lengths, respectively. 
11. Each vibrating particle in a ·wave front of any wave motion may be 
considered as a secondary source of spherical 1vavelets which spread out 
from their sources -rdth the velocity of the pr:i.mary wave. 
12. All r~s passing through the center of curvature of a mirror are re-
flected upon themselves~ 
13. Luminous vapors and gases emit only certain kinds of light-producing 
bright-line spectra~ 
14. IVhen parallel light strikes a concave spherical mirror the rays, after 
reflection, pass directly through the principal focus only if the area of 
the mirror is small compared vr.ith the radius of curvature. 
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15. The curvature of a i7ave front -will be changed a given amount by a lens, 
namely, 1/F. 
16. An image appears to be as far in back of a mirror (place) as the object 
is in front of the mirror and is reversed. 
17. The dispersion of 1vhi te light into a spectrum by a prism is caused by 
unequal refraction of tpe different 1vave lengths of light .. 
18. ~1.henever an opaque object intercepts radiant energy travelling in a 
particular direction, a shadou is cast behind the object. 
19. When light is incident upon a medium .in 1"Thich it vlill travel faster 
and uhen the angle of incidence is greater than the critical angle, it is 
totally reflected. 
20.- The sum of the reciprocals of the conjugate focal lengths of a lens or 
a mirror eq~als the reciprocal of the principal focal length~ 
21. In a plane mirror a line running from aQY point on the object to the 
image of that point is perpendicular to the mirror~ 
22. The dimensions of an image produced by a lens or a mirror are to the 
dimensions of the object as their respective distances from the lens or 
mirror are to each other. 
23. A beam of light may become plane polarized as a result, of any circum-
stance 't"tJ:1.ich results in the suppression of one of the rectilinear compon-
ents of the vibration wit~out affecting the component at right angles to it. 
24. Parallel light rays may be converged or focussed by convex lenses or 
concave mirrors; diverged by concave lenses or convex mirrors. 
25. 17hen light rays pass obliquely from a rare to a more dense medium, they 
are bent or refracted touard the normal, and when they pass obliquely from 
a dense to a rarer medium, they are bent auay from the normal. 
26. Energy i.s often transmitted in the form of waves. 
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27. The intensity of illumination decreases as the square of the distance 
from a point source~ 
28• When light rays are absorbed1 some of the light energy is trans,formed 
into heat energy; 
29~ l'Jhen waves strike an object, they may be absorbed, transmitted, or 
reflected~ 
LIQUIDS 
lo A liquid ·will rise in a capillary tube if the contact angle between the 
liquid and the side of the tube is less than 90 degrees and will be de-
pressed if the contact angle is greater than 90 degrees. 
2. The height to which a liquid rises ill a capillary tube is directly 
proportional to the surface tension of the liquid and inversely propor-
tional to the density of the liquid and to the radius of the tube. 
3. A body immersed or floating in a liquid is buoyed up by a force equal 
to the weight of the fluid displaced. 
4~ The pressure of a fluid in the open is equal to the w·eight of the fluid 
above a unit area including the point at nhich the pressure is taken; it 
therefore varies vrith the depth and average density of the fluid~ 
5. A fluid has a tendency to move from a region of higher pressure to one 
of lm1er pressure; the greater the difference, the faster the movement. 
6. The pressure at any point in a fluid is the same in all directions~ 
7. Fluids have no elastic limit for compressio~ 
B. Tile free surface of a liquid contracts to the smallest possible area 
due to the surface tension. 
9. The pressure of a saturated vapor is constant at a given temperature. 
It increases 11ith an increase in temperature~ 
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10 •• ~ the velocity of flow through a constricted area increases, the 
pressure diminishes~ 
11. All liquids are compressible but o~ to a slight degree~ 
' 12., When pressure is applied to any area of a liquid in a closed container, 
it is transmitted in exactlY the same intensity to ever.y area of the con-
tainer in contact rrith the liquid~ 
13., .~ homogenous body of liquid free to take its ovrn position ;T.[ll 
seek a position in which all exposed surfaces lie in the same horizontal 
plane~ 
l.1Ec:f1'UTICS 
1. In the lever, the force times its distance from the fulcrum equals the 
weight times its distance from the fulcrum., 
2., :·!hen there is a gain in mechanical advantage by using a simple machine,_ 
there is a loss in speed, and vice versa~ 
3· The worl{ obtained from a simple machine is always equal to the work 
put in less the vrork e1q)ended in overcoming friction~ 
4. When one body exerts a force on a second body, the second body exerts 
an equal and opposite force on the first; 
5. The amount of momentum possessed by an object is proportional to its 
mass and to its velocity., 
6~ T.he acceleration of a body is proportional to the resultant force 
acting on that body and is in the direction of.that force. 
7., When the resultant of all the forces acting on a body is zero, the 
body will stay at rest if at rest, or it will keep in motion in a uniform 
straight line if it is in motion~ 
B. Vlhen two forces act upon the same object, the resultant is the diagonal 
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of the parallelogram whose sides represent the direction and magnitude of 
the t~o forces. A single force represented by the diagonal m~ be resolvec 
into ~vo forces represented by the sides of the parallelogram. 
9~ 'lhe energy which a body possesses on account of its position or form is· 
called potential energy, and is measured by the ;vork tha·::, 1vas done to 
bring it into the specified condition. 
10. The energy which a body possesses on account of its motion is called 
kinetic energy and is proportional to its mass and the square of its 
velocity~ 
11. A spinning boqy offers resistance to any force which changes the 
direction of the ~~s about which the body rotates. 
12. T.he period of a pendulum SWinging through short area is independent 
of the ueight of the bob but varies directly as the square root of the 
length and inversely as the square root of the acceleration of gravity~ 
13. At any point on the earth 1s surface, all bodies fall 1tith a constant 
acceleration which is independent of the mass or the size of the bo~ if 
the air resistance is neglected~ 
14. 'lhe distance a bo~ travels, starting from rest vri th constant accel-
eration, is equal to one-half the acceleration times the square of the timE. 
15. Centrifugal force is directly proportional to th~ square of the veloc-
ity of the'mass, and inversely proportional to the radius of rotation. 
16.. Bodies in rotation tend to fly out in a straieht line which is tangent 
to the arc of rotation. 
17 • _ttny bodies attract one another Trith a force ~hich is directly prop-
ortional to the attracting masses and inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance betrreen their centers of mass~ 
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18. The distortion of an elastic body is proportional to the force applied 
providing the elastic limit is not exceeded. 
19. Sliding friction is dependent upon the nature and the condition of 
the rubbing surfaces, proportional to the force pressing the surfaces 
together, and independent of the area of contact. 
SOUND 
1~ Ifu.sical tones are produced when a vibrating body sends out regular 
vibrations to the ear while only noises are produced when the vibrating 
body sends out irregular vibrations to the ear. 
2. The frequency of vibration of a stretched string is inversely propor-
tional to its length, diameter, and square root of its density; and dir-
ectly proportional to the square root of the stretching force. 
3. Two sound waves of the .same or nearly the same frequency will destruct-
ively interfere with each other when the condensations of the one coincide 
with the rarefactions of the other provided the direction of propagation 
is the same for each~ 
4. Sound waves or other energy impulses may set up vibrations in a body, 
the amplitude of which is increased if the impulses are exactly timed to 
correspond to any one of the periods of vibration of the body. 
5. F.armonious nmsical intervals correspond to very simple frequency 
intervals. 
6. The speed of sound increases 1-rith an increase in the temperature of 
the medium conducting it~ 
7~ The velocity of sound is directly proportional to the square root of 
the elasticity modulus and inversely proportional to the square root of 
the density of the medium transwitting it. 
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8,. Vlhen energy is transmitted in TTaves, the medium which transmits the 
;;rave :motion does not move along -rlith the 1.7a.Ve, but the energy does. 
9. Sound waves are reflected in a direction such that the angle of incidencE 
equals the angle of reflection. 
10. The speed of a wave is equal to the product of its frequency and its 
vmve length. 
ll. The loudness of a sound depends upon the energy of the sound waves and 
if propagated in all directions, decreases inversely as the square of the 
distance from ~ts source~ 
12. Sinooth surfaced tubes may be used to confine the direction of sound 
waves and thus prevent the rapid decrease of intensity with the distance 
from the source, which would otherrlise take place~ 
13. ~men a sounding bod;Y is moved toward or auay from the observer, the 
apparent pitch vlill be higher or lovrer, respectively, than the true pitch 
of the sound emitted~ 
14. The quality of a mu.sica~ tone is determined by the pitch and intensity 
of the' different simple tones or harmonics into uhich it may be resolved. 
15' .. Sound is produced by vibratine matter and is transmitted by matter. 
16. The higher the pitch of a note, the more rapid the vibrations of the 
producing body and vice versa. 
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